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5.

Part - A

The following data is froll.r a random sample: 5, 1, 3, 3 standard deviation is

(A) 4
(B) 1

Q) ^{7(D) 2

"All Matter is made up of atoms
Water is a form of matter
Therefore x'ater is made up of atoms"
This type ofreasoning is cal1ed

(A) Inductive
(B) Deductive
(C) Inducto-deductive
(D) Hypothetico-deductive

The binary number 1011 0110 is equal to the decimal number

(A) 180
(B) 64(c) r82
(D) 132

The probability for an event occuning is given by the Poisson distribution
defined by W (fi = li "-t'.y Ois the mean nuurber olevents, the variance of
the distribution is given by

(A) 1
(B) )J2
(C) D.
(D) 0

Choose the appropriate letter that follows the sequence given below at ,,?,'

b, c, d, I i, n, ?.....

rAr p
(B) v
(c) r
(D) Y
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6. Fillin the missing nun.rber "x"

7.

(A) 3

(B) ',1

(c) 6
(D) e

G, F and H are children ofA. D is brother ofE. G is son ofR. E is daughter of
F. R is wife of A. Who is D's Uncle?

(A) H
(B) A
(C) G
(D) R

If MEDICINE maps into IIAJCLCMA in a language, what will be CINEMA
Iikcly to be among the following

(A) LEN,LANT
(B) LCMAKP
(C) LENCMP
(D) LCNAKT

Frerl time a ball lails lo groJnd. it bounces back to hallthe height il lell lrom.
Ifa ball is dropped from a height of 1024 cm, the marimum height from the
ground to which it can rise afler the tenth bounce is

(A) 102.4 cm
(B) 1.24 cm
(C) I cm
(D) 2 cm

9.

10. Of a set of three numbers, the average of the first and second is greater than
the average of the second and third by 20. What is the difference between the
first and third ofthe tbree numbers?

(A) 20
(B) 40
(c) 30
(D) 10
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I L If a function Y vaxies vrith temperature T as shown in figure, then y(T) is gir,en
by

(A) AT+BT3
(B) AT +B e-r"r/e
(c) AT +BT2
(D) AT2 +BT3

12. If the resistance per cm length of a heater lvire is l e, to make a heater of 25W
\yith a cunent soulce as 0.5,A, what should be the total lensth ofthe wire?

(A) 50 cm
(B) 25 cm
(C) 2.5 crlr
(D) 100 cm

13. A c,r'lindrical wooden box ol 1 m3 is to be filled with marbles of 2cc volume
each, how many narbles can bo accommodated in the box

(A) 10

(B) 100
(c) s00
(D) 50

i4.If the percentage of enor in neasuring the distance is 0.5% and that in
measudng the time is 0.5%, what will be the percentage ofenor in measuring
the acceleration ofa fieely faliing body?

(A) 1.0%
(B) 1.5a/o

(c) 2.0%
(D) 05%

15.30% olthe people read newspaper X, 50oZ read newspaper y, and 20% read
both the papers. What percentage ofth€ people read neither ofthe
newspapeIS?

rA) l0
(B) 20
(c) 30
(D) 40
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16.A train travelling at a speed of45 km4rr and is of 130 m long can cross a

bridge in 30 secords. Then the length ofthe bddge is

(A)
(B)
(c)
(D)

200 m
225 m
245 m
250 m

17. Which one of the lollowing is a prime number?

(A) 1009
(B) 419e
(c) 2401
(D) t221

18. A father said to his sot, "I was as old as you are at the present at thc time of

.vour bifih". lfthe father's age is 38 years now, the son's age five years back

(A) 14 years
(B) l9 -lrears(C) 33 years
(D) 38 years

19. N is a sum olsquares ofthree numbers (from a set ofwhole numbers including

zero), which are either all even or all odd. Fi1l in the missing nutnber (r) in the

series ofvalues ofNgiven below in increasing order

3,4, 8, 11, 12. 16,19,x

(A) 26
(B) 24
(c) 22
(D) 20

20. Anange the rvords given belor.v in a meaningful sequence

i) Introduction, ii) conclusion, iii) Presentation, iv) Abstract, v) Discussion

(A)
(B)
(c)
(D)

1, 111, lV! V, 11

lV, iJ 111' V: 11

i, ii, iii, iv, v
111, lj lV, Vj 11
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Part - B

21. For a single particle with mass 
"m 

' r'hich is a function of time '/', the

diflerentlal equation satisfied by the kinetic energy 'I 'is given by

dT

(D) T= *,' "

(A)

(B) o''T' 
= r.,

(c) oT' 
= o,o

F.u

Hermitian
Anti-Heruritian
Unitary
Anti-Unitary

22. The Lagrangian of a particle in an electric held (E) is given by

L = lmiz - qEz; The conserved qualtities are:

(A) EnergY and angular nomentum
(B) Energy, angular momentum and distance

(C) Energy and linear momentum in all directions

iOl Energy and linear momentum in, andl dircctions

23.Two operators b and bt satisfy the commutation relation: [b'bi] = 1 Tr'vo

new oierators are defined as : b -- e-sbes and bt = esbe-s, where S is anti-

Hermitian. The connutator [6,6r] is equal to

(A) 1

(BJ (]

(c) 2

(D) -1

24. Colnmutator of two Hemitian operators is

(A)
(B)
(c)
(D)
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25. A harmonic oscillator with ener$ Ielels En = (" + ]) nco is in thermal

contact rvith a heat bath at temperature T What is the ratio of the probability ol
the oscillator being in the ltrstixcited state to the probability of it being in the

ground state?

(A) e-\o/kBr
(B) e-2h6/kBr
(c) '/'
(D) e-\a/2kBr

26. Which of the following is minimum in equilibrium of a thermodynafric system

for fixed N, V, T (N : total number ofparlicles' V : volume' T :
temperature) ?

(A) Gibbs free energY

(B) Helmholtz free energY

(C) EnthalPY
(D) ErtroPY

27. An eleatron and a proton are injected into a uniform magnetic field- 
perp"nAicutar to ii.o'id1*1s 56me '''nmentum 

Which of the follorving is tme?

(A) Radius of curuature is less for the electron

(Sl Radius of curvature is tlrole for the electron

(C) Radius of curvature is the same lor both

(D) Both nove in straighi lines

28. Which ofthe follolf ing cartol cause a magnetic field?

(A) A steadY electric curent
(B) A steadY electric field
(C) A time-varying eiectric curent
(D) A time-varying electuic field

29,Ifthe surface current density in the ry- plane is given by

J (x, l)= ( i xz + : y2), where x, l are fimctions of time, then the charge

density will change with time at the rate of

(A) 2(x +Y)
(B) (r -v)
rcl rir - y)
(D) 4(x + Y)
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30. $hich olLhe follo\ ine are 1l-e eigen ralues olthe matrix (-2-

(A) f-i, 1+i
(B) 1, 3

(c) 2,2
(D) i, -i

)

3 1 . If d3 (r) is Dirac delta function in 3 dimensions,

(A) -4d3 (r)
(B) - dt (.)
(c) - 4163 (r)
(D) - ftj' lr )

32. Given one electon per alom contdbutes to electrical conductivity (o) of
4.1x10? (Qm)'r at 300 K for gold (Au) of atortic ueight 1q6 9b7 and density

19.3 g/cm3, then the mobility ofelectrons in crn'/Vs at 300 K in Au is close to

(A) 1.',76

(B) 4.52
(c) 20.8
(D) 43.4

33. Consider a 2-dimensional iattice defined by translation veotors t1 and t2'

Which of the follo}'ing statements is true conceming the direction [hk] and the

plane (hk)?

(A) Direction [hk] is ahvays perpendicular to the plane (hk)'

(B) Direction [hk] is never petpendicular to the plane (hk)

(C) The direction [hk] is perpendicular to the plane (hk) only rvhen t1

and t2 folm a square laitice
(D) The direction [hk] is peryendicular to the plane (hk) only *hen t1

and t2 fonn an ob'iqre lattice

34.If magnetic noment (F) ol 4 Bohr magnetons is measured on Fe ions in a

compound, the valence state of Fe (Atomic no 26) ion in that compound ,

(neglect orbiial contribution to p), is

(A) Fe-
rB ) Fet
(( ) Fe'
(D) Fe'-

v, r1) is equal to
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(A) neutron
(B) neutrino
(C) antineutrino
(D) photon

36. A radioactive isotope has a half-life of.20 days What is the time required for

the activity ofthe isotope to fall to 1/81! of its original value

(A) 40 daYs

(B) 160 days
(C) 60 daYs

(D) 80 daYs

37. Consider the transistor circuit given in the figure below, which has a resistance

included beiween emitter and ground. Amplification factor P = 50 The

tansistor is operating in which par1 ofthe load line?

35,In the nuclear process

X stand for
6C1! - sBl1 +e++X

.ta

(A)

(B)

satumtion region

active region

aut-olfregion

indeten.Iinate

Rc = 800f)

Ir.
Rr= I8 KQ

(c)

(D)

RB

10
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38.Find the resistance ofthe silicon diode in the circuit siven below

10f)

(A) 0.7 O
(B) 1.4 kO
(c) 1.4 O
(D) 2.8 o

39. A rod of Copper and another rod of Geimanium of identical diurensioru are
cooled from room temperature to g0 K. Their resistance (R) with temperatue
(T) r'aries with decreasing T as

(A) R ofboth increases with T
(B) R of Cu increases while that ofGe decreases rvith T
(C) R of Cu decreases while that of Ge increases with T(D) R ofboth decreases with T

40. A beaui olpolarized light is traveling horizontally along the ;r_axis. The beari
has its electric field oscillating up and down along tlie1l16;i1s. How many
polarizing f ters \rould you need to change the direction ofpolarization so that
the electric field oscillates along the:r-axis?

(A) this caruroL be done
(B) one filter
(C) two filters, oriented at 90. to each other
(D) two filters, odented at 180. to each other

End
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